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Helpful Tips: 

Growing your 

herd size? 

If your herd has 

grown to well over 

200 cows and you are 

looking for more 

reports and options, 

Dairy Comp can 

provide additional 

features that Scout 

does not.   

 

Updating your Program 

Be sure to update your Scout Program. This will eliminate an expiration alert and 

extend your program date to the correct expiration. To update your program, go to the 

HELP menu-Check for Updates. You may be prompted to update JAVA at this time-

go ahead and do that update first.  Once JAVA is done updating you will need to go 

back into Scout-HELP-Check for updates to proceed with your Scout update.  To 

verify your update you can check under HELP-About and look at your release date 

    

 

 

Utilize Remote Support, if you are on a support plan-remote support is covered.  It 

can eliminate misunderstandings on both ends.  Team viewer is a great program that 

is easy to use. 

Inventory Reports 

To run these reports, you must run them from the command line on the cow card. To 

get an inventory of the past month: 

ECON\IM 

 

  



Johnes testing? 

If you are using the 

Milk ELISA Johnes 

test, your results can 

be auto imported into 

Scout when you 

receive your regular 

test day results.  You 

need to have an 

updated Scout 

program to do this. 

Sell the wrong 

cow? 

You can easily bring 

her back if she was 

recently sold in error. 

Look at your Cull 

list. Select her to go 

to her cow card. 

Right click on sold 

and Erase this event. 

Then run cleanup, to 

ensure she shows up 

on your pick list. 

Are you regularly 

backing up? 

Essentially every 

time you enter data 

in, you should make 

a backup to your 

flash drive. Having a 

current backup 

makes it much 

cleaner, should your 

computer ever crash 

and you need to be 

reinstalled. 

ECON\I1D30   Will show you a daily inventory. 

Crossbreeding 

As the interest increases, it is important to get the proper NAAB code 

recorded when entering breedings.  Using a two digit NAAB code is 

recommended, especially for those breeds that begin with the same letter. 

 
Dairy Cow Breeds 

Unknown U 

Red Angler F AN 

Ayrshire A AY 

Brown Swiss B BS 

Dutch Belted E DL 

Guernsey G GU 

Gelbvieh V GV 

Holstein H HO 

Jersey J JE 

American Lineback L LD 

Meuse-Rhine-Issel I MI 

Montbeliarde C MO 

Netherlands MRY Y MR 

Milking Shorthorn M MS 

Normande N NM 

Norwegian Red R NR 

European Red K RE 

Red Dane D RD 

Red Poll P RP 

Simmental\Fleckvieh S SM 

Swedish Red Q SR 

Tarentaise T TA 

Red and White W WW 

Mixed Breed X XX 
 


